THE TEASE
An Interactive Drama Scenario
by Rush

The Tease  
This is a sex game, the only real instructions are to read the description and characteristics of the characters involved and do your best to be in the mind set of that character, then after reading the story that goes with the game, get your adventure started. You don't have to stick to the story it is just a guide line, a start to give you more ideas, ad-lib and feel free to change things around. Have fun.

Female Character:  
She is a young sexy chic. She wears slutty clothes, alot of makeup and fucks around alot. She is a take charge type of girl and knows what she wants and gets it. Although she fucks around alot she isn't really experienced in anything but wham bam thank you mam, and doesn't really look at the guys she sleeps with as people or care to find out what makes them tick.

Male Character:  
A mid 20's guy, good looking and very mature for his age. Dresses in clothes that makes him look good but are conservative enough for just about any setting. He is confident but not cocky, friendly but not really outgoing. He enjoys sex but doesn't really "get around" and when he does sleep with a woman it is an important undertaking to him.

The Scenerio:  
He goes to a resteraunt to eat lunch where she happens to be dining as well. She notices him sitting at his booth and is attracted. She does what she can to get his attention. He does notice her and appreciates her physical beauty but noticing the heavy makeup, and obvious outward flirtation by her he isn't interested further. Of course she becomes challenged by his indifference and tries going over to talk to him and tease a little. After a short conversation with her giving obvious
sexually suggestive hints, and even shifting in her seat to expose some enticing views, doesn't seem to crack his shell, she moves on to plan B. She leaves the resteraunt and although he didn't figure he'd want to get with someone like her, he still watched her leave, afterall she was sexy and her walk was an attention getter. A few minutes later he pays his bill and leaves, there in the parking lot right across from his car is the girl. She has the hood of her car open and is bending over the engine exposing the lower parts of a lucious ass. She knew he was the type to help a damsil in distress and sure enough he goes to see if he can help. Lucky for her he doesn't know a whole lot about cars and can't figure why it won't start. He offers her a ride and she accepts. During the drive she keeps it up with the suggestive language and poses until finally not seeing it going much further decides she couldn't be too bad to at least get rid of the pressure in his balls. They go to his house and she is all over him, but he consistantly holds her back, opting to kiss lightly and tenderly carress rather than her style of hard fast kisses and heavy groping. When they make their way to the bedroom she starts to immediately strip and he stops her, slowly removing each article of clothing from her slowly and tenderly. She begins to enjoy his style of lingering foreplay and slowly moving from one step to the next, for the first time she starts to give up control and let herself become passionately seduced and actually thinking about the way things he does to her feel, and the things she does feels to him. Eventually they end up making slow leisure love, taking each other in completely and really connecting with each other in many ways.

The story is just an example basically, the idea in this game is that the female finds herself being seduced and feeling sexual arrousal in new ways she never knew, and the male finds that the woman he though was basically a no good slut could actually be a real person and he finds sex with her is quite different due to the arrousal she caused deep in him due to her "nasty girl" image.
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